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About This Game

Pilot your plane and battle giant robotic monsters with unique capabilities in ten
fantastic settings. Then, take to the skies in online multiplayer dogfights and show

the world who's boss.

SKY BATTLES, requires strategy, skill and accuracy to bring down mighty
giant beasts bent on your destruction. Do you prefer to silence your

enemies with stealth, or firing a barrage of missiles?

Key Features

Eight monster bosses to defeat such as robots, sea monsters, dragons and Krakens

Ten original missions requiring boss defeats and gem collecting for levelling up

Customizable planes, each with their own weapons

In game power ups to increase plane abilities

Online multiplayer with four maps (and more coming!)
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Multi-Platform multiplayer pits you against PC/Mac/Mobile
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Royal Heroes is a great game!

First i did think it was a very small game due to the very low price tag and that it would only have few options and a very limited
lifespan, well that was not true at all, so it is a GREAT buy! The developer is very active and are working on more patches,
addons and storyline to the game all the time. BIG THUMPS UP!

They rock and they are active! (two importen things for gamers)

There are constructive discussions and debates within the community and the fanbasen is growing all the time. They ask what
gamers want to have implemented in the game. They are even talking about pvp game play and other game modes..;)

This is a perfect example of a development team who are gamers themselves! They know what we want and they listen to the
criticism coming their way (not that there has been much criticism), but suggestions they use for new ides to the game...

I simply love playing this game in my private studio, when i am not making music. Sometimes i enjoy this game a little too
much, so i am gaming instead of making music and earning money...LOL..:)

At this low price tag i give this game a solid 10/10 - And i base that on the constant expanding of the game world and the great
dev´s - Elite Games Ltd - YOU ROCK!. Don't buy on a mac - a few levels in, the game crashes outright.

Apparently this was fixed for windows in late 2016, but there's no sign of a mac patch.. so the reviews are mixed, dont let that
turn you away, this is actually a decent game, and im thoroughly enjoying it, and you know what, people are idiots, games like
Shower with your dad are overwhelmingly positive and this is just mixed, it kind of says alot. seriously its a decent game and its
under $20, if youre into the emergency services get it, you will enjoy it.. I don't think this game is worth $1 but stay with me -

This is the kind of game that shows potential for sequels but first needs to be fixed itself, I'm gonna be honest, it's probably not
worth fixing up. If your looking for a game that will give you an hour of enjoyment this isn't the game. I bought it to gift to my
friend as a joke. However the gameplay itself does seem alright and the storyline is quirky, I recommend buying this when it
goes on the steam sale as if I had more time, I would explore the world more. It's not going to be a good game, don't get your
hopes up, but give it a try and just see it for what it is. If you like difficult top down shooters this game might offer some fun for
you. On the sales it's 50 cents, why not?. An intriguing visual novel that has its unique favour.

Advantage:
(1) Very special story and touching ending.
(2) Great music.
(3) Movie-style performance

Disadvantages:
(1) The image graphic could be better, but acceptable.
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This game looks gorgeous and tries to expand on its mechanics in varied and interesting ways.

However, I have a hard time reconciling the demanding and arbitrary goals with the frustrating movement in a way that provides
enjoyment. Slingshotting my spaceship around a moon should feel exhilarating rather than tedious. To the extent that this game
succeeds as a series of puzzles to be solved, it also fails by making the execution of solutions a bore to carry out, robbing the
player of any joy in their triumph. On top of this gameplay loop, the after-mission scoring punishes the player for not
conserving enough fuel/succeeding quickly enough/etc. The idea of playing through the same mission again to conserve an extra
one percent of my fuel is painful enough to make me turn back from the game completely, and the promise of trudging through
another solution is not intriguing enough to keep me moving forward.. Scary game, especially with headphones.
Not for the faint of heart.
:>. Absolutely delightful =). this games ia very addicting and fun. Review update::Ive been playing for almost 2 hours now and
the new patch releawsed today actually makes the game a little more sharp thanks to the Supersampling (HMD scaling) option
up to 1.5. I will continue to play this game as I like it very much, and it gets better the more you play, big thumbs up!

Here is my second gameplay video after landing the ship:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YHZjxOH_5bM

My first review:
Well, only played around 35 minutes so far but I like this game even thou the graphic feels very blurry on distance objects and
distance surroundings. Here is my first 30 minutes of gameplay:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u_1h5QOcjBs

Locomotion is good without any motion sickness, controls are ok, the soundtrack is amazingly good i gotta say, and the textures
and level of detail is not bad at all. Its just the blur on distance that bothers me. I have supersampling 1,5 enabled and objects,
text etc near the screen is very sharp but at distance everything is very unsharp. Antialiasing on both low, high and max doesnt
make any difference.

Well, I give this game a positive review for now, and will continue to play the game. When Im done I may probably change my
mind, who knows, but after the first chapter this game feels very promising!. do you like un explained or needless difficulty
curves? did you think the unbeatable glitches that ruined your darksouls experience were fun and added to the challenge? well
this game literally spawns you dead, as you have to immediately target the first enemy who will keep killing you over and over
within 1 second unless you jump and kill them first. what's that you don't know the controls? too bad you better learn. what's
that you want to play a retro platformer game well this is nothing like that its a run and gun platformer made in a week and
meant to sink your money into nothing. You have 4 weapons to use it's more of 2 you get a katana which will only work if you
touch them good luck they all have auto rifles, you also have a auto rifle, you also have a shot gun which is the slowest shooting
shotgun I've ever seen and it shoots a single slow moving large pelt, and last but not least a rocket launcher which surprise
surprise you can rocket jump with it for some reason. On top of that the moment you start the game and i mean literally as you
hit start jump otherwise you die immediately. fyi if your gonna make a game have some one who has never seen what your
working on and take there feed back other wise you get a heaping pile of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665like this for a
$1. i have had more fun in a game i paid .30 cents on than this game waste of space.. This game...why did you make me cry?. I
enjoyed it. takes about 30 mins to complete. my personal favorite is still Escape The Basment. but this is right behind it. as long
as they add a few more rooms i'd pay under $10 for it. My hats off to the devs. one thing i was a bit confused about was thhe
flash light. At first i thought there was a part missing to it. It looks like the bulb is missing. so i kept puttting batteries in it. when
all i had to do was push the button to turn it on. maybe make the end of the flashlight look shiny that the light comes out of?.
This DLC was garbage. Just buy Civ 5 and play that instead.. Even though I haven't played this game much, I think it's a very
cool and unique game. The only Issue I really have with it is that I can never find lobbies with other people since there's not
many people who play it.
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